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Hello Nevada/California Region! Having served previously on the 2017-2018 regional officer team as the 

Southwest District Vice-President (SWVP), I feel determined, and would be honored, to serve as your Nevada/California 

Regional President. First, however, a quick summary of myself: I am double majoring in both political science and 

psychology with the career goal of ambassadorship or Governor of California. I am currently the Vice-President of my 

chapter and have served as the executive-producer to the first ever TEDx event on my campus. On a more personal note, 

I enjoy science fiction, documentaries, and the ability make to others laugh with puns or outlandish scenarios. In serving 

as your Southwest Vice-President, I feel that I have not only grown as an individual, but that the experience has also 

allowed me to truly understand the values of Phi Theta Kappa: Fellowship, Scholarship, Leadership, and Service. 

Since joining PTK I have seen first-hand, the positive influences we can have in our communities through our 

local chapters. In my local chapter, I headed College Project, where I met with various faculty and administration to 

discuss the issue of homeless students on campus, a topic for which we had absolutely no data on. With this issue in 

mind, I taught myself how to create a survey on Qualtrics and collaborated and negotiated with the newly formed, 

Homelessness & Basic Resources Committee (HBRC) on issues like survey length, schedule deadlines, and topics to 

ask. Going through 18 revisions of the survey, I negotiated a compromise version that mixed the brevity that HBRC 

demanded and the depth that my chapter wanted. While this survey is coming out on March 12, the recent inquiry into 

homelessness has sparked other clubs to host food and clothing drives.  

A key part of being a regional officer is the responsibility to communicate effectively, consistently, and 

professionally. In my tenure, I have neither missed a single conference call or failed to be professional in my 

communication with the regional board. As an active officer, I created a group message forum amongst the officer team to 

assist and encourage each other in maintaining consistent communication and to work more efficiently on regional 

matters. Additionally, I created the themes used for our fall leadership conference (“breakfast club–‘80’s theme”) and for 

this spring regional convention ( “And the winner is…it’s Oscar night”), as well as, various décor and “goody-bag” items to 

go along with the themes. Finally, I was the only officer to host three district summits, wherein the requirement was to host 

only two, in an effort to entice more regional participation from my district chapters. 

Having the necessary characteristics and experience as a regional officer: leadership, effective communication, 

and creativity, I can fulfill the duties and responsibilities being your regional President. I hope to bring these skills to lead 

in regional meetings, conferences and to expand or improve upon the status quo. My goals would be to attend at least two 

summits within the region and motivate as many people as possible to start and complete 5 Star Competitive Edge. Thank 

you for your consideration, and I hope to meet you soon! 


